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In September 2021, the French union 
of professional cargo bike users, Les 
Boites à Vélo, published a first note on 
the French cargo bike industry with data 
provided by 26 manufacturers. In March 
2023, with support from the Union 
Sport et Cycle (which represents cycle 
manufacturers) and the CARA, CYGO 
and Vélo-Vallée mobility clusters, the 
association was able to gather feedback 
from 37 manufacturers. 

This note contains an economic overview 
as well as proposals to stimulate 
development of the French industry of 
cargo bikes and utility trailers. In the 
French version, a detailed presentation 
of the manufacturers is also available. 

background 

and goals

Definition of a cargo bike

A cycle designed to 

transport the rider as well 

as a load greater than 

45kg. This also includes 

coupled cycles and 

trailers.

https://lesboitesavelo.org/enquete-fabricants-veloscargo/
https://lesboitesavelo.org/enquete-fabricants-veloscargo/
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mixed

Front-loader two-wheeled (Box-bikes)

Trailers

Rear-loader two-wheeled (Longtails)

Cargo tricycles / Trikes

https://lesboitesavelo.org/enquete-fabricants-veloscargo/
https://moxobike.fr/fr/
https://bobbiecargo.fr/
https://www.triporteurtrips.com/
https://www.neoz-solutions.fr/
https://k-ryole.com/
https://ilicycles.com/
https://www.etnicycles.com/
https://galiancycles.com/
http://compagniedustreetfood.com/
https://triporteurindustriel.wordpress.com/
https://www.facebook.com/laforgeconseil/
https://mieldours.fr/
https://www.atelierparages.com/
https://www.fleximodal.fr/
https://www.hprsolutions.fr/
https://www.jokerbike.fr/
https://www.botch-cargobikes.fr/
https://karbikes.com/
https://www.calendar-bikes.com/accueil/
https://kiffy.fr/
https://www.cycles-semaphore.com/
https://velocargo.toutenvelo.fr/
https://carette.bike/
https://www.bluemooov.com/
https://www.oklo.bike/
https://www.floriansbikes.com/
https://add-bike.com/
https://www.yokler.com/accueil-fr/
https://www.eco-triporteur.com/
http://huppebike.com/
https://www.lepetitporteur.com/
https://moustachebikes.com/fr/
https://vufbikes.com/
https://www.wello.io/
https://yunit.bike/
https://larrun.fr/
https://kambikes.fr/
https://www.cycleurope.fr/
https://www.nihola.fr/
https://gaya.bike/
https://jhog.fr/
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100076978457584
https://www.douze-cycles.com/
https://etincelle-metallerie.com/remorques-velos/
https://www.humbird.fr/
https://www.robertbikes.fr/
https://otwo.bike/
https://jeanfourche.fr/
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+ 63

+ 57

Number of direct jobs generated by the industry 

Gross sales of the sector 

The French cargo bike 

industry in figures 

2018

2019

2020

2021

2022

Prévisionnel 2023

2021 2022 2023

162 Full-time equivalent jobs  2021

219 Full-time equivalent jobs  2022

282 Full-time equivalent jobs  2023

2018  4 100 000 € *

2019  7 300 000 € *

2020  13 300 000 € * data from the previous survey

2021  20 700 000 €

2022  30 400 000 €  of which 14% are exports

2023  47 300 000 € * forecast

Cargo tricycles / Trikes       3108

37 respondents out of 49 identified manufacturers 
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Number of cargo-bikes or trailers produced in 2022 
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250155 28674

275

886 247 1066 6

21751548 1030

73%

66%

18%

12%

Share of components produced in France  

Rear-loader two-wheeled (Longtails)       2577

Trailers       1064

Cargo tricycles / Trikes       3108

Rear-loader two-wheeled (Longtails)       1591

22% of the 33000 

which have been sold 

in France (source : 

Observatoire du cycle 

2022) are french cargo-

bikes.  

8339 cargo bikes 

made in France. 
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Support demand for cargo bikes
Strongly encourage professional and family use of cargo 
bikes (through infrastructure, regulations, purchase 
incentives, raising awareness, training).

7 proposals to 

develop the industry 

1
Consolidate the industry 
Provide human and financial resources to the sector to 
help it structure itself, promote interconnections, and 
defend its interests in discussions on normalization.

Relocate added value
Develop manufacturing in France of cargo bike-specific 
frames and high value-added components. Inventory 
all companies in the sector. Propose a ‘made in France’ 
rating system to show the role of these companies in the 
development of French industry. 

3

2
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Support demand for cargo bikes
Strongly encourage professional and family use of cargo 
bikes (through infrastructure, regulations, purchase 
incentives, raising awareness, training).

Relocate added value
Develop manufacturing in France of cargo bike-specific 
frames and high value-added components. Inventory 
all companies in the sector. Propose a ‘made in France’ 
rating system to show the role of these companies in the 
development of French industry. 

Scale up investments 
Facilitate access to land, real estate, equipment, stock 
and industrialization engineering for manufacturers. 

Promote innovation
Encourage innovation around cycle components and 
technologies. Recognize opportunities in the second 
hand and re-use markets. 

Assist cooperation efforts
Support initiatives such as purchasing cooperatives, 
cargo bike bench tests, and multi-stakeholder assembly 
plants.

Highlight the profession 
Implement and promote certifications of professional 
cargo bike technicians. 

6

5

4

7
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study 
partners

Union Sport et Cycle
is the leading professional organization of the 
Sport & Leisure sector in France. It represents 
among others the companies of the cycle 
industry and brings 
together, within a 
dedicated commission, 
distributors, retailers, 
service providers, 
manufacturers and 
brands. 

CARA
European Cluster for mobility solutions, 
French cluster based in Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes 
in the centre east of France, comprises 430 
members, including 
manufacturers, 
transport operators, 
universities, research 
and education centers. 
CARA also represents 
the PFA Automotive 
Industry and Mobilities. 

CYGO
the union of cycle industry companies in the 
west of France, materializes the will of these 
companies to cooperate. CYGO’s objective is 
to highlight the excellence of companies in the 
Brittany, Centre-Val de Loire and Pays de la Loire 
Regions, to accelerate 
the reindustrialization 
of these Regions, to 
boost innovation and 
to develop training and 
employment. 

Vélo Vallée
founded in 2018 at the initiative of companies 
and the investment agency of the Occitanie 
Region in southern France, brings together 45 
members who share the same «velosophy»: in 
order to bring forward the French bicycle, it is 
better to pedal in a tight pack! The Vélo Vallée’s 
vocation is to federate, represent and contribute 
to the development 
of all bicycle-related 
companies, by focusing 
on their economic 
and industrial 
development, quality of 
life, promotion of the 
territory and all cycling 
practices, sustainable 
development and 
innovation. 

The French association Les Boites à Vélo
brings together the largest community of companies that 
use bicycles and cargo bikes to transport goods, people and 
services. It pursues a non-partisan objective of social utility 
and general interest, aimed at promoting the use of bicycles 
as the main mode of professional mobility in all branches and 
industries. 

with the support of
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with the support of
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